
 

This article first appeared in the November 2020 issue of Eureka!NEWS. It is repeated here as an 

article as we believe the subject matter, while an overview, is an important and complicated 

one and the article below gives a good general stating point to get an inventor thing about 

some important principles of Inventing.                                                                     Reviewed June 2021 

 

 

‘SELL SHEETS’ What are they? Do Inventors really need them?  
 

Smarketing is the new portmanteau word (combination of sales and 

marketing) that is coming into use more often these days … and 

indeed, you would be a smart smarketing inventor if you get your sell 

sheet right. So what is a sell sheet? Funnily enough you have seen sell 

sheets in many places and for long time, it is just recently that the term 

sell sheet has been brought to our inventing attention in the way that it 

has been by Andrew Kraus and Stephen Key of InventRight.  
 

Also known as an A5 flyer, or perhaps a trifold pamphlet, essentially it is 

an advertisement that captures your customers’ attention. Do you remember all the sales training 

you had when you were growing up? The Art of Asking Questions? The A I D A principle of Sales? 

The wisdom of using Feature/Advantage/Benefit Selling techniques? If you do, then you are well on 

your way to being able to produce a really fine sell sheet for your invention idea, prototype or 

product. If you don’t (or if it has not been made available to you) then some sound advice would 

be to do your own research and reading on good sales techniques - any manual or site worth its 

salt will cover these subjects and a lot more besides. And if you do this, drawing up a sell sheet will 

be easier. But it’s not you that needs do the selling, it’s your Sell Sheet that needs to do this job. 
 

Do Inventors really need Sell Sheets? Yes, inventors do need them because their end function is 

to sell your invention idea to licensing companies or investors etc. An extra bonus you get on the 

way to producing your flyer/sell sheet is that you will clarify 

your thinking and stay focused on what is important while 

you are working on your idea. It all falls into place too for 

other aspects of marketing like social media and websites 

etc. Remember, your customer asks WIIFM by default … 

‘what’s in it for me?’  
 

What is a Sell Sheet?’ 
It’s a one page (usually A5) advertisement that conveys 

‘important’ information to your customer about your 

invention idea’s benefits for them. It will/may include 

highlighted features, some details of the product as 

necessary and a visual … photo or illustration or story board. 

A picture is worth 1000 words. So, to repeat, it is essential that 

this one sheet flyer offers clear and focused information that 

communicates the solutions to a ‘problem’ and the good 

experiences that your invention idea/product will offer to 

‘your’ customer. What is does, not what it is. 
 

What’s a Benefit Statement? 
A great sell sheet grabs the attention of a customer at first 

glance; it is short (8 words or less); punchy; it tells what your 

invention DOES and sets the mood for the rest of the copy. There’s an art and skill to writing these 

which will be developed in follow-up articles in future newsletters. 
 

Bored cats? Board games? Messy paint tins? Untidy cables? These examples of sell sheets convey 

their messages readily and in an informative and entertaining way. That’s what you want to do for 

your invention idea. 
 

 



 

Elements of better-than-just-good Sell Sheets. 
Just mix and match appropriately, get professional photos or graphics, use colour, leave white 

space, don’t overcrowd with copy… and use the A I D A sales technique. If you do this, you will sell.  

 

 

A-ATTENTION 

80% of your ‘spend’ is in the headline, 20% in all the rest. Fail to capture it here and customer will not 

read on. In the overall look (it takes just one second for the eyes to see it all) include your message, 

photos, colour and design BUT capture attention with your BENEFIT statement, your WIFFY sentence. 

What reason to buy do you give your customer? What solution do you offer? Why must they read 

on to find out more? Why should they spend their money on it? It’s essential you get this right! Short. 

Sharp. Succinct. Meaningful – use up to 8 words only.  Try. 
 

I-INTEREST 

Pique your customer’s interest further by adding (not more than three) secondary benefits. Offer 

other reasons to buy, other solutions to the problem, continue to engage your customer’s emotions, 

draw them in smoothly, are they smiling, interested, engaged? 
 

D- DESIRE (detail) 

It’s here you may (may, not must) want to add info like ‘Patent Pending’ or ‘Available to License’ 

or ‘Endorsed by...’  You’ve captured their attention in your headline, you’ve got them reading 

further and nodding their heads, now capitalise on that by ‘feeding’ their desire to own this item, 

to need this item, to want to buy this item. You do this by including (not more than 2 facts or features) 

which excites them to take 
 

A- ACTION 

In this formula, this second A links with the first A … your customer has read this far, don’t let them 

get away. Your call to action must be clear, helpful, in good working order and no-nonsense.  
 

Using AIDA principles in your inventing journey clears a lot of cobwebs and will prove very useful. 

Learn to use it in all sorts of places at work and see how easy it becomes to think clearly. Look at 

the sample sell sheets on the right and see if you can recognise how they did it.  
 

 

We are overwhelmed and overloaded with information these days – you just have to be that red 

fish illustrated above. Your Sell Sheet or Flyer must stand out from the rest, it has a real job to do 
 

If you saw your sell sheet would you buy from you? 
 

 

 

Words by Celeste Mulholland 

 


